Give your ceramic & glass tiles a new
look
in just minutes!
StickPretty created our tile decal collection to add new life to old, plain, discolored or ugly
tile surfaces. By simply applying the StickPretty decal to your kitchen or bathroom tiles, you
get a great new look and makeover in just minutes at a fraction of the cost of a new tile
installation. Cover old, discolored, or cracked tiles, cover your entire tile surface for a new
look, or just add random decals throughout your tiled area for a splash of color or design.
Easily removable, our decals can be changed* for a new look or a special occasion.

Installation & Care Instructions

1. Thoroughly clean your tile area using any standard
household glass or surface cleaner.

bottom to apply the decal to the tile while
“squeegeeing” air bubbles.

2. Allow cleaned tile area to dry thoroughly.

9. Work out any small bubbles with your chosen
applicator tool.

3. Common in newer construction or new tile installation
is grout residue. Clean any grout residue from the edges
of tiles.
4. Lightly spray or dab water on the tile to receive the
StickPretty decal.

10. Allow 24 hours for the adhesive & water combination
to dry when burnish the edges by pressing down with
your finger and running your finger around the
perimeter of each tile as needed.

5. Peel away the StickPretty decal from the protective
backing.

StickPretty decals are not meant to be used near open
flame. While StickPretty decals can withstand wet
environments, they are not suitable for tiles or surfaces
that are submerged in water (bathroom floors/tubs).

6. Align the top edge of the StickPretty decal with the
top edge of the ceramic or glass tile where the decal is
to be applied.

Care: Clean StickPretty decals by lightly wiping with
water or light soap & water.

7. Using your finger, seal the top edge of the decal to
the tile by rubbing from left to right while holding the
bottom of the decal away from the surface of the tile. If
the decal is misaligned, gently lift the decal from the tile
and reposition. While the tile is still wet. the decal can
be easily repositioned.
8. Using an applicator (credit card or small squeegee)
gently & evenly apply pressure in a downward motion

Removal: StickPretty decals are designed to adhere to
your tiles for years. However, removal is quick and clean
with little or no residue. Simply pull downward from one
corner until the tile is removed. Remove any remaining
residue with household cleaner.

*StickPretty decals are easily removable but
are NOT reusable.

If you have any questions... we’re here to answer!
888.667.6961
stickpretty.com

